Abstract
Introduction

47
Marek's disease (MD), caused by Marek's disease virus (MDV, Gallid herpesvirus II) , is an 48 economically important disease of chickens. Since the development of the first vaccine against 49 this disease, mass vaccination has been a key feature in sustaining industrial-scale poultry 50 production (27). MD vaccines are described as "leaky", because they protect vaccinated hosts 51 from developing clinical signs of disease, but they nonetheless allow for infection and onward 52 transmission of the virus (23, 38, 47) . This means that the virus can persist and potentially evolve 53 in vaccinated flocks (39). Nevertheless, very little is known about the distribution of the virus in 54 the field. Here we surveilled virus across the industry by sampling dust (the infectious vehicle) 55 from commercial chicken facilities located throughout Pennsylvania from 2012 to 2015. We use 56 these data to ask where MDV is found, how its prevalence differs across the industry, and how 57 its concentration changes within flocks over time. 58
MDV is a herpesvirus (9) that is transmitted through inhalation of virus-contaminated dust 59 (13). Once inside a host, the virus goes through an incubation period of about one week, after 60 which new virus particles are first shed from feather follicle epithelial cells (3, 22) . The shedding 61 of this infectious virus co-occurs with the shedding of epithelial cells, and so the virus can bevaccination is nearly universal among commercial farms in the United States (44). Here we 85 performed quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) on samples collected from chicken 86 farms throughout Pennsylvania, USA, to directly examine MDV dynamics on commercial 87 poultry farms. The farms used in our study encompass much of the diversity of industrial-scale 88 commercial chicken-meat and egg production. 89
Commercial poultry farming is highly structured ( fig. 1 ). Industrialized commercial chicken 90 production is broadly divided into egg laying birds, broiler birds, and layer-breeder or broiler-91 breeder birds Each have potentially different natural histories, genetics, and management 92 practices. Further structure exists within these production types, because of differing 93 management practices between operations (companies), for example from targeting particular 94 sectors of the poultry market (e.g. kosher, organic, live bird market, cage-free eggs, etc.), or by 95 sharing biosecurity practices, equipment, and feed mills. Within an operation the behaviors of the 96 people who manage the birds on the farm could in turn affect virus dynamics. Within single 97 farms, there are usually multiple houses. Within these houses, there are successive flocks of 98 birds. Our goal was to quantify the relative importance of these factors on the variation we 99 observed in the prevalence of MDV. This is a critical first step in evaluating risk factors both for 100 disease outbreaks, and for virus evolution that might undermine current vaccine strategies and 101 lead to increased pathogen virulence. 102
Methods
103
Background 104 distance was assessed by performing a likelihood ratio test. 246
Analysis of the longitudinal data
247
To study the variation in MDV dynamics within a focal chicken house over time, we used the 248 quantitative values returned by qPCR analysis, rather than the presence-absence used for the 249 cross-sectional data, because the quantitative data are more sensitive to changes in virus 250 concentration. We assumed lognormal error in these quantities, because variation in qPCR data 251 tends to occur on a log scale (40). In our analyses, we therefore transformed the virus-copy-252 number-per-mg-of-dust data by adding one and log 10 transforming that value. We explored the 253 suitability of this lognormal assumption for our data in Supplement A.9. For samples with virus 254 concentrations below our limit of detection, we performed our analyses while treating these data 255 in two different ways, first as a value of zero virus copies representing virus absence, and second 256 as a value of our limit of detection representing virus presence at an undetectable level. Our limitof detection was generally better than 100 virus copies per mg of dust (Supplement A.4), and so 258 in practice, we used this quantity as our value in the latter case. For this analysis, all samples that 259 had detectable virus below this quantity were treated identically to negative samples. 260
We sampled from five broiler farms at approximately weekly intervals. One of our main 261 goals was to quantify how virus concentrations changed over the duration of a cohort, and across 262 different cohorts, and so we began by merely plotting the data. A similar plot was generated for 263 the air tube data. We then explored a cohort age effect by fitting smoothing splines to the raw 264 data from each farm where the data are sorted by cohort age. Each spline was fit using the 265 function 'smooth.spline'. We used the option "nknots=4" for this function because this was the 266 smallest number of knots that did not return an error. Very similar conclusions were obtained 267 using any number of knots from four to nine. We explored seasonality in these data by 268 subtracting cohort age effects from the raw data and plotting the residual virus concentration. We 269 assessed the degree of correlation between houses within farms using the 'cor' function. We also 270 examined autocorrelations within houses using the 'acf' function for data within each house. 271
Results
272
Cross-sectional data 273
Summary statistics characterizing the data used for our model comparisons are shown in fig. 2 . 274
Among all samples collected (combining cross-sectional and longitudinal data), wild-type MDV 275 was detected at least once on 36 of the 104 farms ( fig. 3) . Virus was detected in 1 of 3 broiler-276 breeder operations, 4 of 5 broiler operations, and 3 of 5 egg layer operations. The fraction of 277 samples in which virus was detectable varied substantially among farms with detectable virus,and less so between houses within a farm ( fig. 3 ). Summary plots of virus prevalence as a 279 function of production type, bird age, date of sample collection, and bird sex can be found in 280 Supplement A.10. Note, however, that a visual inspection of patterns in these data could be 281 misleading because of potential confounding with other covarying factors. We therefore used 282 statistical models to further explore the effects of these factors on the data. 283
Our analysis of the virus prevalence data using DIC scores revealed that our best model was 284 our most complicated model, which included effects of production type, bird age, collection date, 285
and variation between dust samples (Table 1 ). Comparing our most complicated model to the 286 other models through Δ DIC, we found moderate support for an effect of production type, 287 reasonable support for an effect of collection date, relatively strong support for an effect of bird 288 age, and overwhelming support for variation between dust samples. Taken together these results 289 suggest that, to varying degrees, each of these factors had detectable effects on the prevalence of 290
MDV on farms. 291
We further explored the importance of these effects by examining the fraction of variance in 292 our data explained by each model factor for our best model ( fig. 4 ). This showed that the fraction 293 of variance attributable to production type was highly uncertain, with the 95% credible interval 294 ranging from 1.5% to 38.4%. 295
The effect sizes of production type, bird age, and collection date observed in the full model 296 are shown in fig. 5 . Virus prevalence was higher on broiler farms than on layer farms (p = 0.02), 297 but there was no statistically significant difference between breeder and broiler (p = 0.27), or 298 breeder and layer farms (p = 0.15). During the first few weeks of a bird cohort the probability of 299 detecting virus decreased, and then as birds continued to age this probability began to increase.
Note that after cohorts reached about 100 days, the median effect was close to neutral and the 301 confidence intervals on the effect size were fairly large ( fig. 5 middle panel) . This uncertainty 302 was likely because we have relatively few data from older cohorts. We additionally saw a 303 seasonal pattern in MDV prevalence with a fairly wide credible interval. Our probability of 304 detecting virus was lowest in the winter months and highest in the summer months ( fig. 5 bottom  305 panel). 306
Additionally, we found that the estimated effect that "Farm" had on virus detection tended to 307 be positively correlated for nearby farms, and this correlation decayed with distance between 308 farms (χ 2 = 28.5, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001). However, the effect size was relatively small, with a 309 maximum estimated correlation of 0.029 ± 0.004 that decayed by 0.014 ± 0.003 with every log 10 310 increase in distance. Moreover, this correlation with distance might have been a statistical 311 artifact resulting from geographic clustering of farms belonging to the same operation: no 312 significant correlations by distance were detected between farms within single operations. 313
Longitudinal data 314
The longitudinal data from five broiler farms revealed several patterns. These data visually 315 confirmed the conclusion from the cross-sectional data that virus densities varied substantially 316 between farms, and between flocks, but varied less between houses located on the same farm 317 (figs. 6 and 7). This similarity between houses was also seen as a correlation of virus quantities 318 between houses within farms (average correlations between houses within each of the five farms 319 were 0. 215, 0.320, 0.738, 0.763, and 0.918) . The data also confirmed the observation that virus 320 densities tended to decrease during the early phase of a cohort, and tended to increase during the 321 later phase of a cohort (Supplement A.11 ). This created "U" shaped curves in virus concentrationwithin cohorts (figs. 6 and 7). This pattern is not explained by differences in sample humidity or 323 qPCR inhibition (Supplement A.12) . Consistent with the cross-sectional data in which seasonal 324 effects were small, we were unable to find any consistent seasonal effect on MDV dynamics in 325 these data. 326
Three additional patterns were also detectable in the longitudinal data. First, virus 327 concentrations often dropped to below detectable levels, and returned to detectable levels at a 328 later time point (figs. 6 and 7). Second, there was an autocorrelation in virus concentration within 329 single houses over time. This effect was seen as an autocorrelation between samples collected 330 seven days apart (Acf(7) avg = 0.579, Acf(7) min = 0.226, Acf(7) max = 0.967), although this 331 correlation was also observed over longer periods (Supplement A.13 ). Third, during farm down 332 time, when birds were absent from houses, there were many cases where virus concentration did 333 not change (figs. 6 and 7). Patterns consistent with the first two of these observations were also 334 seen in the air tube and feather tip data ( fig. 8) . 335
Discussion
336
We surveyed commercial chicken farms in Pennsylvania to generate the first industry-wide 337 dataset exploring the prevalence of this virus in modern commercial settings. We found that the 338 virus was detectable on only one third of farms, that bird age, collection date, and production 339 type affected the probability that we detected virus, and that the vast majority of variation in the 340 data was not attributable to those factors, but instead was attributable to differences between the 341 companies, farms, houses, flocks and samples. Longitudinal sampling on five focal broiler farms 342 revealed substantial autocorrelation in virus density within houses over time, and demonstrated 343 that virus concentrations often dropped to undetectable levels on farms but reappeared in futureflocks. Taken together, these results show that the virus can be found throughout the 345 heterogeneity of the poultry and egg industry. 346
Despite the differences in rearing practices between the United States, Australia and Iraq, the 347 overall prevalence of MDV detection in dust samples was broadly in agreement with studies 348 performed in these other countries (17, 37, 43, 44) Previous studies on the evolution of MDV in the poultry industry have focused entirely on 359 endemic virus persistence in broiler chicken houses (1, 39, 41) . Our data, however, reveal that 360 the virus can be found in each of the sectors of chicken farming, including broiler, layer, and 361 breeder chicken facilities. The assumption of these models, that virus evolution can be 362 understood using the host genetics, rearing duration, host densities, vaccination strategies, and 363 biosecurity measures employed in the rearing of broiler chickens alone therefore might be 364 misleading. Given the potential for vastly different evolutionary outcomes under differentecological assumption, further investigation is needed to determine where evolution is likely 366 strongest. 367
Conventional wisdom is that MDV is sufficiently pervasive that it should be considered 368 ubiquitous (14, 30, 33) . This idea came from observations that the virus is highly stable in the 369 environment (24), that problems with MD can occur quickly and without warning when there are 370 issues with vaccine administration, and that vaccination does not preclude infection with and 371 transmission of the virus (22, 35, 38) . It was further supported by the historical ubiquity of 372 antibody detection in production flocks (5, 11, 20, 47) . However, we found virus on only one 373 third of farms. It may in fact be present on the other two thirds of farms at densities below our 374 detection threshold or at times when samples were not collected, or it may instead be that 375 modern farm practices have led to changes in the distribution of the virus such that it is no longer 376 ubiquitous on chicken farms. Many features of poultry farming have changed in recent decades 377 that could have altered MDV ecology, such as vaccination strategies and cohort durations 378 (26, 41) . Recent studies in Australia (37, 44), and Ethiopia (4) have suggested that MDV may no 379 longer be ubiquitous in those locations. Our study suggests that this trend may be more general, 380 extending to commercial poultry farming the United States. Introducing non-vaccinated sentinel 381 birds could be a way to directly challenge this finding. If confirmed, this suggests that selective 382 forces acting during sporadic outbreaks or acting in flocks with low prevalence of infection may 383 play an important role in the evolution of the virus. 384
The importance of random effects (i.e. operation, farm, house, flock, and sample) in 385 explaining the data suggests that substantial variation in virus dynamics are explained by factors 386 that co-vary with these random effects. For example, bird breeds, vaccination details, and 387 average cohort durations may explain some of the variation between operations. Ventilation 388 rates, clean out efficiency, and other hygiene factors may explain some of the variation between 389 farms. Structural differences and wind patterns may explain some of the variation between 390 houses. Microbial communities, developmental plasticity and stochastic effects of virus 391 transmission may explain some of the variation between flocks. Lastly, spatial clustering of virus 392 may explain some of the variation between samples. Our model analysis showed that between 393 about one quarter and three quarters of the variation in MDV detection probability was 394 attributable to the combined effect of production type and operation. However, we are unable to 395 parse these effects into more specific factors such as hygiene, barn design, ventilation, 396 temperature, or vaccine manufacturers. This is because these factors strongly covary with factors 397 such as production type and operation. For example, all layer and broiler-breeder farms used 398
Rispens vaccination, and almost all broiler farms used bivalent vaccination. Nevertheless, our 399 results suggest that factors outside the control of individual farm operators may play a large role 400 in MDV dynamics. It also suggests that any intervention strategy intended to control virus is 401 likely to be ineffective unless implemented through changes in operation practices or policies. 402
The large degree of uncertainty in the effect sizes of production type and operation likely 403 resulted from correlations in these estimates (Supplement A.14), and this correlation may explain 404 why support for an effect of production type was only moderate. Indeed, exploring the variance 405 explained by these two factors combined, we found that they accounted for between 26.7% and 406 74.4% of the variance. This parameter estimation difficulty likely occurred because these factors 407 covary in our study area. 408
The observation that seasonality explained only a small portion of variance in MDV 409 prevalence contrasts with observations that MD associated condemnation in broiler chickens has 410 had clear seasonal patterns in the past (44, 45). However, seasonal patterns in condemnation 411 have become less pronounced in recent years (26). The data we report here are consistent with 412 the theory that this decrease in seasonality is attributable to an overall decline in prevalence, 413 resulting in stochastic outbreaks playing a relatively larger role in dynamics than seasonal 414 forcing (26). 415
The "U" shaped pattern in virus dynamics within a flock, seen both in the longitudinal and 416 cross section data, suggests that MDV density in dust changes predictably over time. The initial 417 decrease might be explained either by a dilution of virus in dust early in cohorts when birds shed 418 virus-free dust into dust that remained from the previous cohort, or by degradation of virus DNA 419 early in flocks. The subsequent increase could then be explained by the hyper-concentration of 420 virus in dust as cohorts aged, when birds were shedding dust that was highly contaminated with 421
virus. 422
In this study, the majority of data were collected from dust samples scraped from surfaces. 423
An alternative method would have been the use of settle plates that collect dust as it settles out of 424 the air. Both methods introduce biases, but we opted for the former method to avoid spatial 425 artifacts that might have arisen from patterns of dust flow. Our measurements of virus 426 concentration showed little evidence of spatial heterogeneity (Supplement A.2). Perhaps the 427 largest drawback of our method was that each sample of dust potentially contained material that 428 might even predate the current flock of birds in the house. The dust kinetics might therefore be 429 dampened relative to their true kinetics in the air. However, the strong agreement in viral kineticsbetween these data, and both the air tube and feather tip data suggest that this is may be more of 431 a theoretical rather than practical concern. 432 An interesting question is whether virus populations are persisting within individual houses 433 and farms, or instead going through repeated extinction and recolonization events. Our 434 observation in the longitudinal data that there was a strong autocorrelation in virus concentration 435 within houses over time (Supplement A.13) were reared in a single house over time, multiple houses were located on a single farm, 597 multiple farms were associated with a single operation (company), and multiple 598 operations were rearing chickens that typically belonged to a single production type. 599
This created a nested hierarchical structure in the data. One example of such a 600 hierarchy is shown here. Right panel: the actual number of unique levels are given by 601 "C" for the cross-sectional data, "L" for the longitudinal data, "A" for the air tube data, 602
and "F" for the feather tip data. is labelled "X-Y", where "X" gives a unique farm identification, and "Y" gives a house 636 number on that farm such that each two character label is unique. Each of the three 637 farms shown in this figure had two houses. All of these farms began associated with 638 the same operation, but farm "C" changed operations in the middle of our surveillance. 639
The timing of this change is denoted by an asterisk in the plot. All farms followed an 640 "all-in, all-out" policy meaning that houses had discrete periods of rearing and down 641 time. To represent the presence or absence of birds, white intervals cover periods when 642 birds were present, grey intervals cover periods when birds were absent, and blue 643 intervals cover unknown periods. Each point represents the log-mean virus 644
concentration ( fig. 6 . Note that the dynamics 656 in the air tube data and feather tip data are highly similar to one another, and are highly 657 similar to that of the corresponding houses in the cross-sectional data ( fig. 6 ). As in fig.  658 6, a change in operation on farm C is denoted by an asterisk. 659
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